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Alienation and isolation are themes which have now become common¬
place in modern fiction. Modern writers often use these themes to
portray the predicament of man in modern societies. As has been noted
in a recent book, Man Alone; Alienation in Modern Society, writers
In diverse language... say that man in modern industrial
societies is rapidly becoming detached from nature, from
his old gods, from the technology that had transformed his
environment and now threatens to destroy it; from the com¬
plex social situations that presumably serve but are more
likely to manipulate him; from the community in which he
lives; and above all from himself from his body and his
sex, from his feelings of love and tenderness, and from
his art---his creative and productive potential.^
Modern man is a figure in isolation because, according to
Pappenheim, "...he relates only to those phases of reality which seem
to promote the attainment of his objectives and remains divorced from
the rest of it." Machines, with their threat to replace man in his
productive usefulness, pose one of the greatest threats to his existence
in a unified society. Pappenheim finds that
Man can no longer express himself in his work. The in¬
creasing mechanization of life engenders a calculating
outlook toward nature and society dissolves the
individual's bond of union with them. The world of
machines follows its own course and escapes man's
direction. These indictments culminate in the accusa¬
tion that man in the technological age has become
'^Man Alone: Alienation in Modern Society, ed. Eric and Mary
Josephson (New York, 1964), pp. 10-11.




alienated from his work, from himself, and from the reality
of society and nature.^
Not only is modern man alienated by machines and by the increas¬
ing demands of modern societies, but he is isolated from himself. The
Josephsons define such self-isolation or self-alienation as "the
individual feeling or state of dissociation from self, from others, and
from the world at large.They believe that
The person who experiences self-alienation is not only cut
off from the springs of his own creativity, but is thereby
also cut off from the groups of which he would otherwise be
a part; and he who fails to achieve a meaningful relation¬
ship with others is depriving some part of himself.^
The same critics observe that
Men will do many strange things to escape their sense
of isolation. They may accept illusions as reality;
religiousness without religion; "para-social" relations
with mass media personalities, "human relations" between
managers and their subordinates in place of genuine
integration. But an integrated community is one in which
there is an intimate sharing of beliefs and practices.^
A late Victorian writer who was concerned with the forces of
isolation and alienation upon the individual man was Joseph Conrad.
Conrad brought to modern fiction its concentration on the individual who
was isolated from society. His novels focussed on the individual
isolated from society either through some flaw in his character or some
force of circumstances over which he had no control.
The present study is an attempt, therefore, to look at eight of
Conrad's novels in order to see just how concerned he is with the theme
^Ibid., p. 43.
^Josephson, op. cit., p. 13.
^Ibid. , p. 15
^Ibid., p. 49.
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of isolation. His life, his personality, his philosophy of art and the
role of the artist will also be examined in an effort to determine their
relationship to his fiction.
The eight novels chosen are Almayer's Folly, An Outcast of the
Islands, Lord Jim, The Nigger of the 'Narcissus', The Secret Agent,
Under Western Eyes, Victory, and The Shadow-line. Each of the novels
chosen is an example of Conrad's use of the theme of isolation. Each
represents a difference in approach to the theme.
Almayer's Folly and An Outcast of the Islands are two early
novels by Conrad, and they represent the beginning of the writer's
absorption with the theme of isolation. In these novels there is a
marked concentration on setting as a factor in the isolation of man.
As Conrad's skill as a novelist develops, setting is subordinated and,
as in two later novels. Lord Jim and The Nigger of the 'Narcissus',
character emerges as the focal point of implementation of the theme.
The concentration on character is further developed in two
political novels. The Secret Agent and Under Western Eyes. Here Conrad
studies the man isolated in the contemporary, political world. Re¬
presenting a final stage in the development of the theme. Victory and
The Shadow-line reflect his treatment of isolation in his late period.
To examine the theme of isolation in Conrad's work, an attempt
will be made to correlate his life, his personality, and his philosopy.
Four chapters will be used to do this. Chapter I will deal primarily
with his life and personality and their effects upon his treatment of
the theme. In Chapter II, the theme of isolation will be related to
Conrad's philosophy of man. Chapter III will be devoted to examination
of the novels for manifestations of the theme. Finally, Chapter IV
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will represent an attempt to view the novels and the theme to determine
the effects upon Conrad's fiction and in relation to his theory of
fiction.
Although Joseph Conrad was a late Victorian writer, he was also
a commentator on areas of life which hold significance for the present
day. His treatment of the theme of isolation testifies that his fiction
has a universality that transcends the boundaries of literature set by
time and periods. It is a purpose of this study to make clear the
universality and timeliness of Conrad's fiction.
CHAPTER I
JOSEPH CONRAD'S LIFE AND PERSONALITY
AND THE THEME OF ISOLATION
Most, or almost all, of the friendships of the writing
period of my life have come through my books, and I know
that a novelist lives in his works. He, stands there, the
only reality in an invented world, among imaginary things,
happenings and people. Writing about them, he is only
writing about himself....He remains, to a certain extent,
a figure behind the veil; a suspected rather than a seen
presence a movement and a voice behind the draperies of
fiction.^
From the above quotation at least two implications may be drawn
relative to the life of Joseph Conrad and his personality and the re¬
lationship of these two elements to his works. The first implication
is that books played an important role in his life and that a man who
states that his friendships have come from books, possibly bears the
temperament of a solitary individual. The second implication is that
the author of a novel is such an important part of his work, that when
he writes about imaginary people he is really writing about himself.
This extension of self into an author's fiction is only protected by
the thin veil of his imagination.
Just how much Conrad writes about himself in his novels may be
seen upon examination of them in relation to his life. If parallels may
^Joseph Conrad, "A Personal Record," A Conrad Argosy (Garden
City, New York, 1942), p. 66.
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be drawn between his characters and his own life, then Conrad, in creat¬
ing imaginary characters, simply recreates himself.
There appear to be clear parallels between the major characters
of the novels, who suffer from isolation, and the life of their creator.
Those imaginary men who suffer from exiles wrought by personality,
nature and circumstances, might well have found their prototype in the
life of Conrad.
The man alone, in the novels of Conrad, is Conrad, the man alone.
His life, when divided into three major periods of isolation, shows the
parallelism. For Conrad was at various periods of his life isolated
from his fatherland, Poland; isolated at sea; and isolated in his
strange, adopted country, England.
Born of Polish parents at a time when Poland was struggling
against occupation by Russia, he, at the age of five, was placed in
exile along with his parents because of his father's activities as a
rebel. As Leo Gurko has noted,
Conrad's early childhood, isolated in an enemy country,
cut off from young companions, thrown into the exclusive
company of two parents dying visibly before his eyes, ex¬
posed him to abnormal tension. In the impressionable years
before he came to speculate and philosophize about the
nature of things, Conrad intimately absorbed the attitude
of his parents; his father's rebellious lashing out against
oppression, his mother's uncomplaining acceptance and
endurance.°
Edward Joseph, a psychologist, has an interesting theory about
Conrad's life and personality which will be discussed later in the
chapter. Joseph makes significant observations about Conrad's parents
and their effect upon his personality. He observes that
^Leo Gurko, Joseph Conrad: Giant in Exile (New York, 1962),
p. 15.
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Conrad's life, however, was one of complete isolation
from everyday activities with no friends of his own age.
He did, however, have the stimulation of his father's work
and access to his father's relatively large library.^
Joseph comments further on Conrad's association with his father:
His identification with his father is seen in his
choice of career (perhaps the sea represented a form of
exile) and, later, writing; in his early reading and
intrusion upon his father's work; in his first literary
efforts in which he portrayed the Russians as villains
(his own experience as well as identification); his
revolutionary activities in Marseilles; and finally, in
the revolutionary background of several of his books.
Seeing Conrad as a person with a personality marked by depression,
Joseph traces this depressive element to his parents and the early days
of his life. He finds that
The depressive element can be related to the early
deaths of his parents and to mourning for them as well
as identifying with them as sick, ailing, and finally
deceased individuals.^^
Exile for the young Conrad resulted in the absorption of a
tension stemming not only from physical separation from society but from
something within himself. He was a composite of a rebellious father,
whom he admired, and a gentle, aristocratic mother. He was the product
of two different temperaments one acting against restraint and order
and seeking individuality and the other conforming to the accepted pat¬
terns and practicing restraint and control.
When Conrad was placed under the guardianship of his maternal
uncle at age eleven, he found himself guided by one who believed in
^Edward D. Joseph, "The Identity of Joseph Conrad," The




order, reason and balance. This was quite a change from the influence
of his father. Uncle Tadevez Bobrowski accepted the Russian occupation
of Poland but still considered himself a loyal Pole. It is little
wonder that Conrad, remembering his father and bearing the mark of his
father's temperament, felt the need to divorce himself from the split
personality of Poland, a Poland under occupation by the Russians but
clinging to its own distinct heritage.
The need to divorce himself from Poland is commented upon by
Gurko in this statement:
Conrad's experiences during his first sixteen years
were remarkably consistent. They built up in his mind
an image of existence which was not only to inform his
books but to drive him irresistably into exile.^2
Exile, for Conrad in the second period of isolation, took its
form in the sea. The sea offered him a chance to leave Poland, to seek
a profession, and to satisfy the temperament of his which rejected
docility and duality. Against the wishes of his uncle, he embarked upon
life at sea, choosing France as the station of this endeavor. He says
of this new-found sea:
Having broken away from my origins under a strain,
blown from every quarter which had the merest shadow
of right to voice an opinion, removed by great distances
from such natural affections as were still left to me,
and even estranged, in a measure, from them by the
totally unintelligible character of the life which had
seduced me so mysteriously from my allegiance, I may
safely say that through the blind force of circum¬
stances the sea was to be my world and the merchant
service my only home for a long succession of years.
12
Gurko, op. cit., p. 15.
1 O
Conrad, op. cit., p. 66.
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Speaking of the sea again and his initial experience with it,
he says,
I don't mean to say that a whole country had been
convulsed by my desire to go to sea. But for a boy
between fifteen and sixteen sensitive enough, in all
conscience, the commotion of his little world had seemed
a very considerable thing indeed. So considerable that,
absurdly enough, the echoes of it linger to this day. I
catch myself in hours of solitude and retrospect meeting
arguments and charges made thirty-five years ago by
voices now forever still; finding things to say that an
assailed boy could not have found, simply because of the
mysteriousness of his impulses to himself. I understood
no more than the people who called upon me to explain
myself. There was no precedent. I verily believe mine
was the only case of a boy of my nationality and ante¬
cedents taking a, so to speak, jump out of his racial
surroundings and associations.^^
France offered him not only the opportunity to embrace the sea
but to embrace what is now known as the Carlist movement. Drawn into
the movement by his patrons in France, the Delwstangs, Conrad joined the
royalist cause of Don Carlos of Spain. The movement offered him excite¬
ment and experience. His joining also drew out the tension which had
earlier been noted in his personality. Of his involvement Gurko says:
His involvement helped draw out the already visible
strain in him of divided purpose: a strain of skepti¬
cism pulling him one way and the impulses to throw
himself wholly into life pulling him another. Both were
the products of the same experience, the experience in
Poland, which made him simultaneously wary of causes and
excessive enthusiasms, yet eager to break out of confine¬
ment and a sense of hopelessness.^^
The adventures in France led to an exciting climax which ended
in reports of an attempt at suicide. Among the things which might have
prompted a suicide attempt was the knowledge that, because of a French
^^Ibid., p. 67.
15
Gurko, op. cit., p. 23.
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law barring the employment of foreigners twenty-one and over and liable
to military constription by their native lands, he would be unable to
ship out in the French merchant marine. °
In deciding where to go after leaving France, Conrad had only
one logical choice and that, of course, was England, the only other power¬
ful sea-faring country left in Europe. In making his choice, he plunged
himself into his third period of exile. Without any knowledge of spoken
English, he came to England a stranger. Here he was alone in a society
with which he had no connections. He was alone ashore, living in board¬
ing houses and inns, and at sea, although he found things to do, he was
not a part of any close-knit intimacy with any of his mates.
It was in this period of exile that his writing began. With the
barrier of language facing him, he began writing novels which would soon
win him recognition in his adopted land.
From Conrad's life three periods of isolation may be seen. The
first period occurs when the initial isolation begins with his exile from
his fatherland and his later complete break with Poland through service
in the French merchant marine. The second period of isolation begins at
sea when he is totally removed from allegiance to any country, having
given up, in effect, his Polish citizenship and not having taken French
citizenship. The sea was, as he has said, his only home. It was only to
it that he owed allegiance. The move to England brought about his third
period of isolation and, though a stranger to the land, the customs and
the language, he later became a British subject.
16Ibid., p. 26.
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The experiences in England and at sea provide a background for
his penetrating analysis of men aboard ship, yet isolated from their
mates by some external and internal reasons. This background is des¬
cribed by Gurko as he speaks of the Conrad who was
...the outside man looking in, longing to participate in
life but obscurely inhibited. Conrad became a great
specialist in the paralysis of will, the inability to
release oneself into action and hence into life, and the
whole contiguous region of moral inertia and sloth. He
keenly understood the plight of the foreigner seeking
roots in an adopted country and of the exile in the
process of finding a new home.
Not only did Conrad's life show the strains of isolation, but
his personality showed this strain as well. Among the terms used to
describe him are "distant," "aloof," "aristocratic," "stoic," and "for¬
ever hampered with a foreign accent."
Psychologically, Conrad has been described as a depressive
18
personality. Support for this classification is found in the follow¬
ing statement made by Joseph;
First, his depressive disposition, which has been well
documented by himself and others. Second, his constant
concern with bodily illness, aggravated by disabling
conditions such as gout, which affected his ability to
write and produce....Third, worthy of note were his
constant deprecation of his work, his testy, yet friendly,
nature toward strangers, and his apparent inability to
decide upon a career for himself. There is the fact of
his relatively late start as a writer, seeming to slip
into this career without being aware at all of what was
happening to him. Finally, his seeming lack of re¬
lationship with women.
^^Gurko, op. cit., p. 35.
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Edward Joseph traces this personality trait to Conrad's
identification with his parents. Supra, p. 7.
19
Joseph, op. cit., p. 560.
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An extension of this psychological interpretation proposes that
Conrad had a severe superego which shows up in his characters such as
Jim and in his reverence for fidelity to codes of honor. According to
this interpretation,
His depression, his constant deprecation of his work, and
his continued suffering and anguish suggest a severe
superego. He paid a price whenever he achieved anything
illness after his Master's certificate and British citizen¬
ship, depression after the Congo trip, depression after the
completion of a piece of work, etc. This also attests to
the severity of the superego. Knowing the nature of the
deprivations of his childhood and the primitive aggressions
aroused, it seems to follow that the archaic superego would
be especially primitive. He was alone and, with conflicts
between various psychic structures and within the ego
structure its^Jf, never achieved the harmony necessary for
his identity.
Other comments on Conrad's personality support Joseph's theory
concerning Conrad's aloneness. A certain aloofness, it is claimed,
marked his personality and his works. Whether a part' of the temperament
inherited from his mother or from feelings of inadequacies stemming from
within, this aloofness shows up in his works.
Descriptions of that aloofness range from a comment on Conrad's
manners as noted by Ernest Dawson, critic,
Conrad's manners were courtly.... His main interest
was ever in the hearts and souls of men. Whether the
action passed upon sea or land, in a jungle or in a
throne room, the secret springs of it were his real con¬
cern.




Edward Dawson, "Some Recollections of Joseph Conrad,"
Fortnightly. CXXIV (August, 1928), 206.
13
His taste was unerring; he must have had many of his
early lessons in the vernacular from the fo'c'sle,
’22
yet no one ever heard him use a vulgar expression.
His appearance, so affected by the sea, is described in the
following account given by Dawson in the same article:
You knew him quickly for a sailor; as quickly for
a sahib. He stood an inch or two below middle height,
but he never looked small...,His face was sallowish,
the skin weathered and puckered round the full dark
eyes by habitual staring into the night or over the
brightness of the sunlit sea.
On the other hand, Adams notes that he had a
...strong, sane, virile, and extraordinarily vivid
personality the personality of a man of a delicate
conscience, of generous enthusiasms, and an intense
regard for the obligations imposed by honor, of deep
human affections and of great tenderness, tinged with
just a shade of the sadnesg that comes from long
association with the sea. ^
Conrad in his later life is described as a man who was prone to
loneliness and solitude. His taste for seclusion in later life and his
love for books, which had probably been fostered by his association with
the sea and his literary father, are spoken of by G. Jean-Aubry. Of the
taste for seclusion Aubry notes that:
As if, during the sea-faring period of his life,
his capacity for physical exertion and his love of
the open had spent themselves, he remained most of
the time in seclusion, and although constantly living
in the country, he but very seldom left his house
even for a walk in his garden or along the high road.




April 18, 1923, p. 711.
"Joseph Conrad---The Man," The Outlook,
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who were watching him the impression that he was weighed
down by the burden of his reco
spend long moments in silence.
Aubry also comments on his love of books, the mark of a reflective,
solitary man:
The man who in his early life spent at sea had
passed so many hours in solitude and silence was parti¬
cularly fond of conversing with a friend, and the same
man who had had so many different experiences and who
had recorded in his vision and in his memory so many
actual facts and so many living scenes, worshipped books,
of which he never became weary. He was always asking us
to send him some new books.
Thus the man thrice isolated transferred his feeling of isolation
to his works. His life and his personality provided for him the back¬
ground. Transferring this background to his imagination, he created
tales of men who had been forced into exile by circumstances or
personality.
Elizabeth Drew, a literary critic, sums up the relationship of
Conrad's life to his fiction by observing that
Conrad's own life reveals many reasons why the theme
of human isolation should be almost obsessive in his
writing....It is not surprising that his vision of man
shapes itself so often into the drama of some exile,
some man without a country, some outcast, some lonely sea
captain, someone in the grip of solitary struggle, some¬
one trapped in an unalterable past, which must be
surmounted if the soul is to survive.





Elizabeth Drew, The Novel: A Modern Guide to Fifteen English
Masterpieces (New York, 1963), pp. 156-58.
CHAPTER II
ISOLATION AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO CONRAD'S
PHILOSOPHY OF MAN
If Joseph Conrad's life and personality gave him an adequate
background for his use of the theme of isolation, his philosophy of man
gave him a formula by which he could develop this theme. His life and
personality, deeply embedded in solitude and isolation, gave him the
insight into the nature of man which houses these same feelings.
To Conrad, isolation was the link between the individual and
all humanity. Every man possessed something within which forced him to
set himself apart from his fellows. Yet, this same quality also linked
him to his fellows. This binding quality is described when Conrad
states that his art speaks
...to the latent feelings of fellowship with all creation
and to the subtle but invincible conviction of solidarity
that knits together the loneliness of innumerable hearts,
to the solitary in dreams, in joys, in sorrow, in aspira¬
tion, in illusions, in hope, in fear, which binds men to
each other, whi^h binds together all humanity the dead
and the living.
The isolated individual, when spoken of in his fiction, enables
the reader to see the bond between such an individual and all men. When
a writer concentrates on such an isolated man, Conrad believes that
^®Joseph Conrad, "Preface to The Nigger of the 'Narcissus',"
Typhoon and Other Tales (New York, 1963), p. 20.
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In a singleminded attempt of that kind, if one be
deserving and fortunate, one may perchance attain to
such clearness of sincerity that at last the presented
vision of regret or pity, of terror or mirth, shall
awaken in the hearts of the beholders that feeling of
unavoidable solidarity; of the solidarity in mysterious
origin, in toil, in joy, in hope, in uncertain fate,
which l^^nds men to each other and mankind to the visible
world.
Far from presenting just a principle of art, Conrad has here restated
his view of man and the relationship of this view to his art.
The view that all men are bound together by the bond of loneli¬
ness is commented on by one critic as follows:
That every man spends his life in impenetrable lone¬
liness, and that the peculiar quality of his existence is
a thing he can never communicate to anybody else is, of
course, a commonplace of human experience, but few have
ever- felt it so keenly as Conrad did. Yet he believed
that 'we exist only in so far as we hang together,' and
he saw crime itself as 'a breach of faith with the.
on
community of mankind.'
Although the isolated individual is a link between all mankind,
he is not exalted because of his isolation. To Conrad, the isolated
individual must relate to his fellows in order to gain self-knowledge.
This feeling of identity can be gained through committment committment
to action, to some ideal, to some moral code.
Committment means action. Acts especially matter to Conrad, and
the man who fails to act is studied in his novels. Dorothy Van Ghent
notes that
Conrad is able thus to imply a clear-cut formal
distinction between the man and his destiny (his acts).
29
Conrad, Typhoon, p. 21.
1943),
30
Edward Wagenknecht, Cavalcade of the English Novel (New York:
p. 435.
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even though he conceives destiny as immanent in the
man's nature and in this sense identical with him.^^
Thus man, though isolated, can not be set apart from his acts.
He must commit himself to action or he is doomed. Yet, he can never
escape the consequences of his actions.
Man in such a perplexing situation finds something to hang on
to, and for Conrad this something was a code of conduct or honor to
which man must be faithful. He emphasizes this idea when he says:
Those who read me know my conviction that the world,
the temporal world, rests on a few simple ideas; so simple
that they must be as old as the hills. It rests notably
among others, on the idea of Fidelity. At a time when
nothing which is not revolutionary in some way or other
can expect to attract much attention I have not been
revolutionary in my writings. The revolutionary spirit
is mighty convenient in this, that it frees one from all
scruples as regards ideas. Its hard, absolute optimism
is repulsive to my mind the menace of fanticism and
intolerance it contains.
Armed with a code of honor and the idea of Fidelity, man,
Conrad's man, faces a world described by Bruce McCullough as
...a place of unending contention between the force
of dissolution and the ideal of brotherhood, between
that which makes for disenchantment and that which in¬
stills courage and hope. In such a world, in which the
powers of disruption prove the need for order and
stability, only moral values can be counted on to last.
Duty,loyalty, and courage are virtues necessary to man
if he is not to suffer defeat from the forces in league
against him.^
Another critic, Wagenknecht, sees Conrad's man faced with a
world which is
31
Dorothy Van Ghent, The English Novel: Form and Function (New
York, 1953), p. 230.
32
Conrad, Argosy, p. 668.
33
Bruce McCullough, Representative English Novelists: Defoe to
Conrad (New York, 1946), p. 340.
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...a spectacle.... It can be called a world that is
friendly to man only in the sense that it has af¬
forded conditions under which it has been possible
for human values to develop. It gives no sign of
being itself committed to these values, on the con¬
trary, man faces 'the immense indifference of things;'
only in activity can he find 'sustaining illusion of
an independent existence
Although man is thrown into a world which requires action of
him, yet does not help him in his action, he cannot remain aloof, with¬
out fidelity to a code of honor. If the isolated man refuses to commit
himself to action, he finds that he is without a sense of values so
necessary for his existence in a world which is basically not ethical.
To refuse to accept values is to lose honor. This "consciousness of
lost honor" is central to the study of major characters in the novels.
Jim, in Lord Jim, Heyst, in Victory, Almayer, in Almayer's Folly are
but a few representatives of men isolated because of their lost honor
or refusal to act by a code of conduct.
Attempts to trace Conrad's belief that all men are held together
by their loneliness and that the individual must commit himself to
action and be faithful to a code of honor lead to interesting observa¬
tions by some critics. Some feel, as does Albert Guerard, that the
emphasis on fidelity can be traced to Conrad's feelings toward his father
and his own desertion of Poland. Guerard states:
It is safe to say that Conrad's feelings toward his
father and toward Poland were never satisfactorily re¬
solved. Surely this has something to do with his
insistent claims to fidelity in his essays and letters.
^^agenknecht, op. cit. , p. 435.
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and with his repeated dramatization (in the novels) of
betrayal and desertion. ^
Another critic, Irving Howe, links Conrad’s view of man to his
aristocratic aloofness and his personality. To Howe,
The prolonged emphasis in Conrad's novels upon order
and responsibility, restraint and decorum, fortitude and
endurance, is strongly congenial to an unspectacular con¬
servatism, the politics of a class losing self-confidence
yet determined to keep its power... Conrad's motto certify¬
ing fidelity as the basic human obligation and his remark
that because the universe cannot be regarded as ethical,
one must suppose the aim of creation to be purely spegtacu-lar, fits in well enough with his insecure stoicism.
The views on the beginnings of Conrad's philosophy of man differ
as much as the interpretations of his philosophy. The following
citations demonstrate that diversity. This critic believes that
The tension, the spiritual drama in Conrad, lie in a
person's relation with his destiny.
This viewpoint clearly focuses attention on the actions of man as being
the center of Conrad's philosophy.
To a different critic, the center of Conrad's philosophy lies
in the relationship of man to his fellows. He states, rather briefly,
that "The most important fact of all to Conrad is the social nature of
38man." Thus, to this critic, Conrad sees man as a being important,
philosophically, in his relation to other men.
Albert J. Guerard, "Introduction," to Heart of Darkness,
Almayer's Folly, The Lagoon: .Three Tales by Joseph Conrad (New York,
1960), p. a.
O f.
Irving Howe, Politics and the Novel (New York, 1957), p. 80.
37
Van Ghent, op. cit., p. 233.
38
Arnold Kettle, An Introduction to the English Novel (London,
1953), p. 69.
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Still another critic sees Conrad's philosophy in view of his
emphasis on committment and the practical and moral constitution of man.
It is noted that
For Conrad, however existential he may have been by
inclination, the committment could never remain arbitrary.
It is a necessity which defines men as human, his moral
consciousness as imperative, and his persistence in that
consciousness as the fundamental law of life.
Finally, there is the opinion of F. R. Leavis found in this
quotation:
It is not a question of a 'philosophy;' Conrad cannot
be said to have one. He is not one of those writers who
clears up their fundamental attitudes for themselves in
such a way that we may reasonably, in talking of them, use
that portentous term. He does believe intensely, as a
matter of concrete experience, in the kind of human achieve¬
ment represented by the Merchant Service tradition,
discipline and moral ideal; but he has also a strong sense,
not only of the frailty, but the absurdity of unreality, in
relation to surrounding and underlying gulf, of such
achievement, a sense so strong that it often seems very
close to radical scepticism...^®
Whether Leavis' viewpoint of Conrad's lack of philosophy be
accepted or not, it must be noted that Conrad does set forth some clear
cut ideas regarding man and his place in the world. Even Leavis re¬
cognizes the theory of fidelity and a code of honor. From Conrad's own
statements may be gathered the idea that man, though isolated, is bound
to humanity, and that committment to action and fidelity to a code of
honor are necessary for man's existence.
39
Morton Dauwen Zabel, Craft and Character (New York, 1957),
^®Frank R. Leavis, The Great Tradition (New York, 1950), p. 200.
p. 166.
CHAPTER III
MANIFESTATIONS OF THE THEME OF ISOLATION
IN CONRAD'S NOVELS
Joseph Conrad's concentration on the man, isolated, yet bound to
humanity, to a committment of action, and to a fidelity to a code of
honor, is evident in his novels. Evidence of this concentration may be
found in a study of the theme of isolation in eight novels.
With two early works, Almayer's Folly and An Outcast of the
Islands, Conrad begins his concentration on the theme of isolation. The
theme is explored most intensively in Lord Jim and The Nigger of the
'Narcissus'. In two later novels, based on contemporary themes. The
Secret Agent and Under Western Eyes, isolation continues to be a central
theme. Two novels of Conrad's late period. Victory and The Shadow-line,
bring the concentration on isolation full cycle. It is evident that
from the beginning of his work until its end, Conrad used isolation as
a major theme in his writings.
The early treatment of the theme of isolation begins with Almayer's
Folly, which emphasizes the isolated individual whose actions and isola¬
tion are prompted by his own selfish and deteriorating character.
Even the background and setting in this novel add to the atmos¬
phere of isolation. As Frederick Karl, a critic, notes, in
The comedy of Almayer a man of great hopes and only
moderate abilities, an expedient man who found out that
21
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circumstances were set to destroy him is played out
against a vast panorama of natural forces which he is
unable to control or understand. It is an old Almayer
we see falling further and further.into personal and
social isolation; an Almayer separated from his wife
and child by race, suspected by the Dutch authorities
of illegal activities, opposed by the Arabs and Malay
natives, enemy of the vestigal jungle and ever-present
river which brought the Arabs and took away Nina and
Dain, deserted by an old and ineffectual Lingard who
is beset by his own sense of failure... .^5*-
Thus we find Almayer, as the novel begins, obsessed by a dream
of obtaining gold and wealth. The island on which he lives contributes
to the mood of isolation which hangs over Almayer. According to Karl,
So overwhelming is the presence of the jungle and
so overpowering the slow rhythm of this vast primeval
slime that the people in contrast seem mere pawns in
the grasp of uncontrollable forces. Conrad's des¬
cription of background drives home their severe
isolation; the vast swamp of trees and roots and mud
seems to suck up every semblance of life and to reduce
man to insignificance.^
Almayer, then, is seen as man alone, pitted against unsubmitting
nature. However, nature, or the setting in which Almayer is placed, is
not the only cause of his isolation, for there are flaws in his character
which make him a solitary being. In commenting on Almayer, Albert
Guerard strikes the keynote of Almayer's isolation, in his observation
that
Almayer's Folly plunges us with its first pages into
a true Conradian darkness: a river in flood bordered by
a tumescent jungle; a solitary dreamer ruined by his own
greed and by his benefactor's sentimentalism, married to




a snarling native and harboring possibly incestuous
feelings for his daughter; entangled in local intrigue.
Special emphasis should be placed upon the word "greed" in
Guerard's statement, for Almayer's isolation results from his overwhelm¬
ing desire for gold which drives him to marry the adopted, native
daughter of Lingard and thus move to the island. This desire for gold
prompts all his actions: it is his consolation when his wife reverts
to her native savagery and thus cuts herself off from him; it is his
reason for joining in local intrigue with Dain; it is the force which
finally drives his daughter away from him.
Another signal of Almayer's isolation is the grand house that he
builds to set himself apart from the native community. The house is one
which is worthy of "the only white man on the island," and it, in its
half-finished state, is representative of his folly, his dream.
Almayer's dream centers around wealth which will take his
daughter and himself away from the island and back into the world of
white men. Nina, his daughter, must never taste isolation resulting from
her half-caste blood. Nina is Almayer's only link with humanity. His
dependence upon her as this link is described in the following passage:
Almayer stood alone in the midst of those adverse cir¬
cumstances, deriving only a little comfort from the
companionship of his little daughter.... His wife had soon
commenced to treat him with a savage contempt expressed by
sulky silence, only occasionally varied by outbursts of
savage invective.^^
When Nina is sent away to receive the education and culture of
Europe, Almayer has only his dreams and the sense of solitary
^^Albert J. Guerard, Conrad the Novelist (Cambridge, 1958), p. 71.
^^Joseph Conrad, Almayer's Folly (New York, 1960), p. 147.
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superiority that he had as the "only white man on the island." It is
noted that
Almayer, in his isolation and despair, often envied
his near neighbour the Chinaman, Jim-Eng, whom he could
see stretched on a pile of cool mats, a wooden pillow
under his head, an opium pipe in his nerveless fingers.
He did not seek, however, consolation in opium—-perhaps
it was too expensive perhaps his white man's pride
saved him from that degradation; but most likely it was
the thought of his little daughter in the far-off Straits
Settlements
Nina's unexpected return to the island helps relieve some of
Almayer's sense of isolation, and he now begins to concentrate on the
accumulation of enough wealth to remove them both from the island. How¬
ever, two significant things happen to drive Almayer to his tragic end
of complete isolation. First, Nina rejects the race of her father and
pivots toward her mother. Then, Almayer enters into a bargain with his
newfound friend, Dain Maroola, in an attempt to find a rich gold mine.
So wrapped up in his dreams of gold is Almayer, that he does not
notice Nina's movement away from him. He even fails to see her develop¬
ing love for Dain. Thus, the only person who can save him from total
isolation, ironically, turns away from him through a new-found friend
and through his selfish concentration on gold. Greed makes Almayer
unaware of his approaching total isolation. His isolating greed is
described in a passage which notes his ignoring of Nina and his unaware¬
ness of the developing relationship with Dain:
He hardly saw Nina during these days, although the
beloved daughter was ever present in his thoughts. He
hardly took notice of Dain, whose constant presence in
his house had become a matter of course to him now
that they were connected by a community of interest.
45Conrad, Almayer's Folly, p. 150.
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When meeting the young chief he gave him an absent greet¬
ing and passed on, seemingly wishing to avoid him, bent
upon forgetting the hated reality of the present by
absorbing himself in his work, or else by letting his
imagination soar far above the tree-tops into the great
white clouds away to the westward, where the paradise of
Europe was awaiting the future Eastern millionaire,'^^
It takes the believed death of Dain to shake Almayer out of his
reverie and the elopement of Nina with Dain to bring to the fore Almayer's
total isolation. Dain's supposed death prompts Almayer to share his
dreams and frustrations with Nina and, consequently, to realize that
she never shared his dream that he was, all the while, alone dreaming
of his imaginary world of wealth. He states, as he bares to her his
soul:
"Yes, he is dead: Do you understand? Dead I What
do you care? You never cared; you saw me struggle, and
work, and strain, unmoved; and my suffering you could
never see..., I wanted to be rich; I wanted to get
away from here. I wanted to see white men bowing before
the power of your beauty and your wealth. Old as I am
I wished to seek a strange land, a civilization to which
I am a stranger, so as to find a new life....For that I
bore patiently the burden of work, of disappointment, of
humiliation amongst these savages here, and I had it all
nearly in my grasp.
The dream which Almayer had nearly in his grasp could not be
shared with Nina, for she had accepted another civilization and race.
Her lack of understanding helps Almayer to realize his complete
isolation. He reflects
If she suffered herself she would understand and pity
him; but now she would not, or could not, find one word
of comfort or love for him in his dire extremity. The
sense of his absolute loneliness came home to him with a
force that made him shudder,^®
^^Conrad, Almayer's Folly, p. 178.
^^Ibid.. pp. 210-11.
48'Conrad, Almayer's Folly, p. 211.
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As Nina forsakes Almayer and his dreams to become a part of
Dain and her mother's civilization, Almayer's world seems to crumble.
His work, his unfinished house, his dreams seemed pointless. In this
state, "He looked at all these things, all that was left after so many
years of work, of strife, of weariness, of discouragement, conquered so
many times. And all for what?"^^
Long isolated from his wife, his dreams destroyed and with Nina
gone, Almayer wishes only to forget. He destroys all vestiges of Nina's
existence and concludes that:
He wanted to live only long enough to be able to forget,
and the tenacity of his memory filled him with dread and
horror of death; for should it come before he could ac¬
complish the purpose of his life he would have to remember
for ever.' He also longed for loneliness. He wanted to
be alone.
Almayer's isolation ends only in his death, and in death, he
is described as follows:
The only white man on the east coast was dead, and his
soul, delivered from the trammels of his earthly folly,
stood now in the presence of Infinite Wisdom. On the up¬
turned face there was that serene look which follows the
sudden relief from anguish and pain, and it testified
silently before the cloudless heaven that the man lying
there under the gaze of indifferent eyes had been per¬
mitted to forget before he died.^
Conrad's development of the theme of isolation began with
Almayer's Folly and was developed more fully in his next novel. An
Outcast of the Islands. As Vernon Young notes,
From the raw material of such cultural castaways as
Almayer and Willems, he shaped his principal contribution
'^^Ibid. , P- 292.
^°Ibid. , P- 293.
^^Ibid., PP . 298
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to the novel: the predicament of the isolated man, never
a great man, holding with "some force of conviction" to a
theory, usually of his own unassailability, until con¬
fronted with its repudiation.^^
In An Outcast of the Islands, the isolated man is Willems, a
man motivated by the same selfish motives as was Almayer. Yet, Willems
is isolated because he has been cast out of society because of his
greed. He is removed to an island, through the help of Lingard, and is,
initially, an escapee from the isolation enforced by a society he has
wronged.
When first seen Willems is depicted as a man whose delight of
life is to maintain a lofty tyranny over his wife and in-laws and to
maintain a sense of superiority over the persons with whom he comes in
contact in business and society. This vanity or egotism comes through
in the following comment on his initial situation:
It is a fine thing to be a providence, and to be told
so on every day of one's life. It gives one a feeling of
enormously remote superiority, and Willems revelled in it. ^
Because of superiority, self-asserted, "...he was unable to
conceive that the moral significance of any act of his could interfere
with the very nature of things..."^^ Thus when he commits a dishonor¬
able act, he is unable to accept the fact that he is not as superior as
he once thought and that the moral significance of this act does affect
a change in the relationship he has with people.
CO
Vernon Young, "Lingard's Folly: The Lost Subject," Kenyon
Review, XV (Autumn, 1953), 527.




The Willems who accepts Captain Lingard's offer to escape
humiliation and ostracism by going to live on an island begins to ex¬
perience a different kind of isolation. Isolation now becomes more
pronounced, imposed, and physical. He is still the Willems who is a
..striking creation of a complex, common man, a figure of
appallingly ignorant vanity, sensitive enough to suffer
from want of prestige, not sensitive enough to be honest,
and consumed by an overpowering compulsion to inflict his
miserable portion of egotism on anyone whom he considers
lower on the moral scale than himself.
But the egotism has been subdued and the loneliness of physical
isolation on the island along with the pronounced hatred of the only
other white man on the island makes his existence meaningless:
The very savages around him strove, struggled, fought,
worked...if only to prolong a miserable existence; but
they lived, theylivedi And it was only himself that seemed
to be left outside the scheme of creation in a hopeless
immobility filled with tormenting anger and with ever-lasting
regret.
The entrance of Aissa into his life helps Willems come to grips
with the fact that existence can be meaningful if one has a commitment
to one's fellow man and a consciousness of lost honour. In her, he
finds his reason to be. With her, he is faced with the problem of the
conflict between solitude enforced by his kind of inherent egotism and
by the need for a commitment to another human being, for
There was no safety outside himself and in himself
there was no refuge; there was only the image of that
woman ... he had a notion of being lost amongst shape¬
less things that were dangerous and ghastly.
^^Young, op. cit., p. 530.
5 6
Conrad, An Outcast, p. 58.
^^Ibid.. p. 73.
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Conrad, himself, sees Willems and Aissa as persons who
...long to have a significance in the order of nature
or of society. To me they are typical of mankind where
every individual wishes to assert his power, woman by
sentiment, man by achievement of some sort---mostly base.
I myself as you can see from this have been ambitious
to make it clear and have failed in that as Willems fails
in his effort to throw off the tremmels of earth and heaven.
Willems finds it impossible to have Aissa without sacrificing
some of his loyalty which is due his white brothers and, more specifi¬
cally, due Captain Lingard. He does have some sense of loyalty to the
people in that society which considers him as outcast. When Aissa
leaves him, with the hope of making him submit to betrayal of Lingard
by siding with her people, he is torn between a sense of loyalty to his
kind and his love for her. Making a desperate attempt to preserve his
connection with his lost world, he implores, the only other white man
on the island, Almayer, to let him set up trade and thus remove himself
and Aissa from the force which seperates them her people.
Almayer's refusal destroys Willems' only chance to re-join the
world which has cast him out, and it also forces him to submit to the
betrayal of this world. By this act he is completely isolated from his
own kind and the door, which might eventually readmit him to his own
kind, is closed forever. As he submits to Aissa and her world, he re¬
flects that
He, a white man, the admired of white men, was held
by those whose tool he was about to become. He felt
for them all the hate of his race, of his morality, of
his intelligence... but his own captivity seemed more
complete, terrible and final without the hope of any
redeemption.^^
58^tters From Joseph Conrad 1895-1924, edited by Edward
Garnett (Indianapolis, 1928), p. 42.
^^Conrad, An Outcast, p. 113.
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Submission means doom and Willems must await a reckoning with
Lingard a reckoning for a failure of consciousness of lost honour.
Aissa's love becomes a burden, and when the reckoning with Lingard
comes, it is she who acknowledges Willems' isolation from her. She
says,
"There has been a time when I could understand him.
When I knew what was in his mind better than he knew it
himself. When I felt him. When I held him....And now
he has escaped.... Escaped from me," she said; "left me
alone. Alone. And I am ever near him. Yet alone."
Her hands slipped slowly off Lingard's shoulders
and her arms fell by her side, listless, discouraged, as
if to her to her, the savage, violent and ignorant
creature had been revealed clearly in that loneliness
impenetrable and transparent, elusive and everlasting;
of the indestructible loneliness that surrounds, envelops,
clothes every human soul from the cradle to the grave,
and perhaps beyond.^®
As Lingard leaves Willems to isolation with Aissa forever, as
a sort of punishment, he comments on Willems' isolation:
You are alone....Nothing can help you. Nobody will.
You are neither white nor brown. You have no color as
you have no heart. Your accomplices have abandoned you
to me because I am still somebody to be reckoned with.
You are alone but for that woman there. You say you did
this for her. Well, you have her.
Aissa and Willems are left to live out their fates together.
and yet, for him there can be no hope of life. He and she are isolated
from themselves and from others. They are
...two, surrounded each by the impenetrable wall of
their aspirations, were hopelessly alone, out of
sight, out of earshot of each other; each the centre
of dissimilar and distant horizons; standing each on
a different earth, under a different sky....She, a
woman, was the victim of her heart, of her woman's
belief that there was nothing in the world but love
60
Conrad, An Outcast, p. 224.
^^Ibid. , p. 250.
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the everlasting thing. He was the victim of his blind
belief in himself, of his solemn veneration for the
voice of his boundless ignorance.
As Willems faces death, he becomes aware of the position in
which he has been placed by his vanity and solitude. He becomes aware
of his insignificance:
For the second time in his life he felt, in a sudden
sense his insignificance, the need to send a cry for help
into the wilderness, and for the second time he realised
the hopelessness of its unconcern. He could shout for
help on every side and nobody would answer. He could
call for aid, for support, for sympathy, for relief and
nobody would come. Nobody I There was no one there....
Thus, with his two earliest novels, Almayer's Folly and An
Outcast of the Islands. Conrad has begun his concentration on isolation.
The treatment of the characters in these two novels shows that he was
0
experimenting with the theme and that his treatment was interwoven with
the setting and background in which he placed his characters. The
choice of remote islands in both novels is a device used to point out
the solitary existence of Almayer and Willems.
However, the ample citations from the texts point out the
direction into which Conrad was moving. The movement was from a
dependence upon external devices to a more marked dependence upon what
the nature of the characters themselves provided for a presentation of
the isolated man.
When Conrad turned to The Nigger of the 'Narcissus,' he was
still seeking a method of presenting the man in isolation. In this
work he studies isolation, not only of the individual, but more speci-
^^Ibid., p. 303.
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fically, of all men who fight the uncontrollable, unconquerable, un¬
fathomable universe. The work treats the sea as the element of nature
pitted against man. The struggle between man and nature is commented
upon by Karl in the following:
This book, Conrad implied, is a microcosm of a univer¬
sal situation; that is, the inarticulate confusion of men
of vague convictions when confronted by fear and super¬
stition; those who could not only shake their fists at the
ineffable while they "lolled about with the caseless ease
of men who can discern perfectly the irremediable aspect
of their existence."
Guerard notes that The Nigger of the 'Narcissus'
...is the most generalized of Conrad's novels in its
cutting of a crosssection, through one of the least
comprehensive. It is a version of our dark human
pilgrimage, a vision of disaster illumined by grace.
He further comments that
The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' presents the classic
human contradiction (and the archetypal descent into
self) in collective terms, reduced to the simplicities
of shipboard life. The storm tests and brings out the
solidarity, courage, and endurance of men bonded to¬
gether in a desperate cause. And the Negro, James Wait
tests and brings out their egoism, solitude, laziness,
anarchy, fear.
A final comment, by the same critic, on the general nature of
the work adds that
In the Conrad universe we regularly have the sense
of a few men banded together in desperate opposition to
a cosmic indifference and to "human nature" itself. For
this voyage ordinary men have come together, have been
isolated by their weakness, have come together again.
^^Karl, op., cit., p. 109.
^^Guerard, Conrad, p. 103.
^^Ibid., p., 104.
^^Albert J Guerard, "The Nieser of the Narcissus," Kenyon
Review. XIX (1957), 211.
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The concentration in this novel is not on lone, isolated man
but on the crew of the 'Narcissus' as a whole; on the crew of isolated
individuals. As Miller notes.
In general terms, the crew passes from ignorance to
knowledge about life and death; as a result, and more
specifically, the transition in the crew is from diver¬
sity to solidarity.
However, the central figure is James Wait. Wait is the force of isola¬
tion which tends to pull the men apart, and then together again. Thus
he may be studied as the concentrated figure of the theme of isolation
in the work.
In his preface to the work, Conrad describes Wait's function.
He says:
•
A Negro in a British forecastle is a lonely being.
He has no chums. Yet James Wait, afraid of death and
making her his accomplice was an imposter of some
^
character mastering our compassion, scornful of our
sentimentalism, triumphing over our suspicion.
But in the book he is nothing; he is merely the
center of the ship's collective psychology and the
pivot of the action.
One critic comments on Wait as the "center of the ship's
collective psychology" in this manner:
Conrad develops Jimmy as a kaleidoscope, or what
James might call a "reflector" of consciousness---a
kaleidoscope is a toy which by itself is useless; it
is neither automatic nor self-locomotive. It is
passive.... In the novel, Jimmy Wait is also passive;
he merely reflects what emotions and ideas others
bring to him or lies in his private sick bay, and
^^James E. Miller, Jr., "The Nigger of the 'Narcissus': A Re¬
examination," PMLA, LXVI (December, 1951), 913.
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others bring to him merely cleaver images of their own
root feelings.^®
Wait is seen by Guerard in the following manner:
In his own right his is mildly interesting; as a
lonely and proud man who is about to die, as a
habitual malingerer whose canny deception becomes at
last desperate self-deception...His role is to pro¬
voke that sympathetic identification which is the
central chapter of Conrad's psychology, and through
it to demonstrate Conrad's conviction that senti¬
mental pity is a form of egoism.
Preliminary descriptions of Wait reflect his pride and egoism
which is enough to set him apart from his fellow crewmen. He is des¬
cribed in the following way:
The nigger was calm, cool, towering, superb. The
men had approached and stood behind him in a body.
He overtopped the tallest by half a head. He said:
"I belong to the ship."^^
and
He held his head up in the glare of the lamp a
head vigorously modelled into deep shadows and shin¬
ing lights a head powerful and misshapen and a
tormented and flattened face a face pathetic and
brutal: the tragic, the mysterious, the repulsive
work of a nigger's soul.
The superior Wait is noted in this description of a scene
between Wait and Donkin:
"Don't be familiar," said the Nigger. Donkin
started, sat down on a chest nearby, out of sheer
^^Arthur F. Kinney, "Jimmy Wait: Joseph Conrad's Kaleidoscope,"
College English, XXVI (March, 1965), 477.
^^Guerard, Conrad. p. 108.
^^Conrad, The Nigger, p. 33.
^^Ibid., p. 34.
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surprise. "We haven't kept pigs together," continued
Wait in a deep undertone.'^
The ship itself sets the tone of isolation in the novel. This
description of the ship exemplifies the setting of tone.
The passage had begun, and the ship, a fragment
detached from the earth, went on lonely and swift
like a small planet. Round her the abysses of sky
and sea met in an unattainable frontier. A great
circular solitude moved with her, ever changing and
ever the same, always monotonous and always imposing.
Conrad's interest in the ship as a symbol of isolation was
to prevail, not only in this novel, but in later works. According to
Frederic Masbach, "One reason why ships were so important to him was
his belief that ships required and helped create this feeling of
solidarity in men."^^
Masbach studies this novel from the viewpoint that Wait is
comparable to Jonah. For like Jonah, Wait is
...physically isolated from the rest of the crew...
and he completes his isolation by exhibiting undue
surliness in the face of kindness.
Wait, though isolated, exerts a powerful influence over the
crew. This influence is described in the following passage:
He fascinated us. He would never let doubt die.
He overshadowed the ship. Invulnerable in his promise
of speedy corruption he trampled on our self-respect,
he demonstrated to us daily our wont of moral courage;
he tainted our lives. Had we been a miserable group
of wretched immortals, unhallowed alike by hope and
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fear, he could not have lorded it over us with a more
pitiless assertion of his sublime privilege.^®
The influence of Wait on the crew is not all demoralizing for he
has another purpose: he has to solidify the crew, to bring them to
knowledge of life and death. This purpose is seen in this passage:
Through him we were becoming highly humanized,
tender, complex, excessively decadent; we understood
the subtlety of his fear, sympathized with all his
repulsions, shrinkings, evasions, delusions as
though we had been overcivilized, and rotten, and
without any knowledge of the meaning of life.^^
Although the crew was completely with Wait throughout his im¬
pending death, they realize that they must let him die alone. Singleton,
representing singleness of purpose and solidarity, sums up this fact in
the passage which follows:
The old man, addressing Jimmy asked: "Are you
dying?" Thus interrupted, James Wait appeared
horribly startled and confused.... In less than a
minute Jimmy pulled himself together: "Why? Can't
you see I am?" he answered shakily...." Well, get
on with your dying," he said with venerable mild¬
ness; "don't raise a blamed fuss with us over that
job. We can't help you."^*^
Death brings final isolation for Wait, and, as he lay dying, he
fights loneliness. It is noted that
He did not like to be alone in his cabin, be¬
cause, when he was alone, it seemed as if he hadn't
been there at all. There was nothing. No pain.
Not now.^^
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Just how alone Wait is is seen when the men are on land and re¬
ceiving their pay for the voyage:
In a pause in the business we heard the master and
the clerk talking. We caught "James Wait deceased
found no papers of any kind no relations no trace
the office must hold his wages then."^^
The quotation above notes the final and total isolation of one
crew member of the 'Narcissus,' James Wait. The quotation below notes
a final comment on the isolation of the crew at large:
And swaying about there on the white stones, sur¬
rounded by the hurry and clamour of men, they appeared
to be creatures of another kind---lost, alone, for¬
getful, and doomed; they were like castaways, like mad
castaways making merry in the storm and upon an insecure
ledge of a treacherous rock.°
The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' concentrates on collective iso¬
lation, but in Lord Jim the concentration is on one individual in
isolation compelled by a consciousness of lost honour.
Jim is the man placed in isolation because of his failure to
preserve a code of honor and also by his romantic illusions. One critic
says that
This is a book whose whole burden is the sense of
personal honor. All through it our attention is fixed
upon the individual man, on Jim alone, fighting to re¬
habilitate himself in his own eyes and in the eyes of
the abstraction which he calls out there.
And on Jim's isolation it has been noted, by the same critic, that
The singleness with which this theme of isolation
is followed up is made more emphatic by the ways in
which Jim is set apart: by the immensity of the ocean.
®^Conrad, The Nigger, p. 141.
^^Ibid., p. 143.
84yallace Stegner, "Variations on a Theme by Conrad," Yale
Review, XXXIX (March, 1950), p. 513.
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the remoteness of Patusan, the isolation of his own
disgrace. He walks through the novel all by himself,
with a clear white light on him, and he achieves a
depth and a symbolic applicability found only in the
very greatest fiction. In effect he becomes man upon
the earth, driving himself towards splendid and il¬
logical idealisms; tempted by logic, gnawed by
conscience, fear-ridden and resolute by turns, defeated
and damned and ultimately, in a strange, unpredictable
way, triumphant.
It is important to look at Jim as a man with romantic illusions
not easily reconciled with the ordinary world. These ideals isolate
him from the practical realities of life. He dreams of heroic deeds
and these dreams cause him to become inert when faced with situations
which could prove a test of heroism. He sees his dreams as the
...best parts of life, its secret truth, its hidden
reality. They had a gorgeous virility, the charm of
vagueness, they passed before him with a heroic
tread; they carried his soul away with them and made
it drunk with the divine philtre of an unbounded con¬
fidence in itself. There was nothing he could not
face.
His dreams set him apart and, when it is time for him to act
heroic, he is unable to act the hero. He is set apart from the men on
the "Patna." These are men "who did not belong to the world of heroic
adventure; they weren't bad chaps though."®^
Jim, unable to act the part of the hero, commits an act of
breach of honor which haunts him for the rest of his life. This one
act sends him in search for himself, a search to reconcile the romantic
with the real, to bring him back into the company of realistic men.
Along with his search for reconciliation of the two, diverse worlds.
^^Ibid., p. 514.
^^Joseph Conrad, Lord Jim (New York, 1963), p. 12.
87Conrad, Lord Jim, p. 15.
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Jim also searches for someone who believes in him. When he deserts his
ship, he betrays the code of honor which dictates fidelity to those who
exhibit some belief or faith in him. Thus, he must learn to act by
this code and then truly belong to the heroic.
It is this point of recognition of character that Jim must reach
in order to gain his ideal. Marlowe, in another way, explains the fate
of one who has been disappointed by something in which he has faith.
He says
There is something peculiar in a small boat upon the
wide sea. Over the lives borne under the shadow of
death there seems to fall the shadow of madness. When
your ship fails you; the world that made you, re¬
strained you, taken care of you. It is as if the souls
of men floating on an abyss and in touch with the
immensity had been set free of any excess of heroism,
absurdity, or abomination. Of course, as with belief,
thought, love, hate, conviction, or even the visual
aspect of material things, there are as many shipwrecks
as there are men, and in this one there was something
abject which made the isolation more complete there
was a villainy of circumstances that cut these men off
more completely from the rest of mankind.
Perhaps Conrad's greatest expression of the importance of
fidelity to a code of honor is found in these words by the captain of
the French vessel which rescues the passengers on Jim's ship. He says,
in a conversation with Marlow,
'But the honour the honour, monsieur.'.. .The honour...
that is real that is I And what life may be worth'
...he got on his feet with a ponderous impetuosity, as
a startled ox might scramble up from the grass...' when
the honour is gone ah cal par example I can offer
no opinion. I can offer no opinion becanse monsieur
I know nothing of it.'®^
8^Ibid., p. 17.
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And later, when Jim finds out what he is romantically, he finds that the
honour is real---that it is.
Jim finds in Marlowe someone who believes in him, and this is
ironical because Marlowe is practical, unrelated to the world of the
romantics. Perhaps their affinity for each other exists because they
share at least one code of honor. This code is obvious to Marlowe, but
Jim takes some time to recognize it. When he ponders over the reason
that he finds it easy to confide in Marlowe, he comes up with the idea
that they are both gentlemen. And it would seem that they both share the
code of honor curious to gentlement. He says:
Don't you believe me?..,I swear... Confound it I You got
me here to talk, and...You must! You said you would
believe.... Forgive me....Of course I wouldn't have talked •
to you about all this if you had not been a gentlemen. I
ought to have known....I am....I am. ...a gentleman, too,...^®
Jim's romantic disposition places him in perspective in relation
to his isolation. Marlowe comments on this facet of Jim when he says:
He was protected by his isolation, alone of his superior
kind, in close touch with Nature, that keeps faith on
such close terms with her lovers.^
When Marlowe takes Jim's problem to Stein in an effort to
understand it himself, he finds out the heart of Jim's problem. In
Stein's comment a definition of the problem is given and a possible
solution to it. He asserts that Jim is a romantic and that the one
remedy for his romanticism is not, properly, how to be cured, but how
"to live." Stein says the question is "how to be":
We want in so many ways to be....This magnificent




but man will never on his heap of mud keep still. He
wants to be so, and again he wants to be so....He wants
to be a Saint, and he wants to be a devil and every
time he shuts his eyes he sees himself as a very fine
fellow so fine as he can never be...In a dream. ...I
tell you, my friend. It is not good for you to find
you can not make your dream come true for the reason
that you are not strong enough are, or not clever enough.
Stein continues his philosophy:
A man that is born falls into a dream like a man falls
into the sea. If he tries to climb out into the air
as inexperienced people endeavor to do, he drowns
No! I tell you! The way is to the destructive element
submit yourself, and with the water make the deep, deep
sea keep you up....In the destructive element immerse.
...That was the way. To follow the dream. ...^^
And Jim immerses into the destructive element when he commits
himself to the welfare of the people of the island of Patusan. He be¬
comes for them a symbol of protection and they, for him, someone who
believes in him. With such belief he can achieve the heroic, and he
does. His second chance, for this is what he believes the Patusan
experiment to be, helps him to see that "We exist only in so far as we
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hang together."
Seen in the island environment, Jim is described as being a
part of something immense:
Immense! No doubt it was immense; the seal of
success was upon his words, the conquered ground for
the soles of his feet, the blind trust of men, the
belief in himself.... he was in every sense alone of
his kind there, but the unsuspected qualities of his
nature had brought him in such close touch with its
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surroundings that this isolation seemed only the effect
of his power. His loneliness added to his stature.
When Jim's success on the island begins to fail or is threatened,
he begins to reach an understanding of himself. The death of Dain Waris
brings the problem of solitude, of romantic illusions, and of con¬
sciousness of honor to light. Jim sees that
...he had retreated from one world, for such a small
matter of an impulsive jump, and now the other, the
work of his own hands, had fallen in ruins upon his
head.
In deciding to preserve his honor and enforce his commitment,
he is able to prove his power in "another way and conquer the fatal
destiny itself." And conquer it he does.
The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' and Lord Jim are excellent
examples of Conrad's intense study of men isolated. The men in both
novels are sailors, and their stories represent not only Conrad's use
of his sea experiences to display his theme, but his insight into the
souls of men isolated.
Wait's story is one irrevocably entwined with the stories of
all men controlled and puzzled by things they cannot understand. His
story is a search for the binding quality of all isolated men. Jim's
story, however, is uniquely individual. It is the theme of isolation
explored through a single character whose actions or lack of action
make him as alone as do his dreams.
Conrad shifts to a different study of isolation in two later
works which treat realistic, contemporary themes. The Secret Agent is
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a political novel which treats the isolation of individuals in a
political frame of reference. Without a central hero, isolation in the
novel might be viewed through two characters: Verloc and his wife,
Winnie.
In this novel, the setting plays an important part in project¬
ing the theme of isolation. Set in a growing metropolis, London, this
novel, like the others previously studied, interweaves setting with
character to bring out the theme. One critic notes that Conrad,
By sheating his novel in the anarchist apparatus,
creates at once the air of conspiracy and despera¬
tion, of individual men and women struggling vainly
to assert their identity, to make themselves felt,
their presence known, among the overwhelming
anonymity of city life, which to him was the essence
of human existence in London.
The same critic further notes:
But the most drastic analogue to the life of
man in the swarming city is the persistent failure
of the characters to understand and communicate
with one another.
Another comment on the interweaving of city life and isolation
notes that:
London is described as dismal, gloomy, and
dirty, full of the mud of the streets, soiled
paper, gas-jets turned low, fatigued and hungry
people, and dreary shadows. The people are de¬
solate city dwellers; Winnie feels no love for
her husband; her brother, Stevie, is a hopeless
idiot; Verloc himself is a mysterious figure who
can only know insecurity; Mrs. Verloc, Winnie's gg
mother, is crippled, "staggering on swollen legs."
^^Gurko, op. cit., p. 171.
^^Ibid., p. 172.
^^Karl, op. cit., 193.
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Karl notes that
The city and their tragic position in it are the twin
aspects of the ungracious existence of Adolph and Winnie
Verloc. Every element of Verloc's existence partakes of
the desolation of a modern city. He is an organic part
of its grubbiness, and through him the city lives.
Verloc, epitomizing the city with its sordity, is described in
one passage in the novel as he looks out at the city in his isolation.
Then after slipping his braces off his shoulders he
pulled up violently the Venetian blind, and leaned
his forehead against the window-pane a fragile
film of glass stretched between him and the enormity
of cold, black, wet, muddy, inhospitable accumulation
of bricks, slates, and stones, things in themselves
unlovely and unfriendly to man.^*^^
When Winnie has murdered Verloc, it is not only Stevie's death
which helps her realize her loneliness, but it is the city of London
itself. She is described as
...the most lonely of murderers that ever struck a
mortal blow. She was alone in London: and the whole
town of murk and mud, with its maze of streets and
its mass of lights, was sunk in a hopeless night,
rested at the bottom of a black abyss fro^Q^hich no
unaided woman could hope to scramble out.
Isolation is evident throughout the novel, not only by the
emphasis on the big, lonely metropolis but by the characters themselves.
Verloc and Winnie are characters who represent the isolated individuals
in a sprawling city set against a political background.
Verloc has been described by Richard Curie as
...not basically a real criminal, not basically any¬
thing at all except a good-for-nothing with sufficient
^QQlbid.
^*^^Joseph Conrad, The Secret Agent (New York, 1921), p. 58.
^Q^Ibid., p. 222.
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brains to earn a livelihood without working for it,
he had no roots whatsoever and was quite prepared to
drift into any kind of undertaking provided his own
peace and safety were no more endangered than was
tacit in the sort of society to which he naturally
gravitated. And that is why, when he did get himself
involved in a situation so hopeless that there was no
loophole, he collapsed completely.
Irving Howe sees Verloc in this light:
As with so many other characters in Conrad, his
destruction follows from his desire the desire of
a moderate man---to insulate h^g^elf from the com¬
plications of the great world.
Verloc's egotism and self-centeredness is further commented
upon by Curie as he says:
His mind was as shadowy as his existence, and
being without principles, he went through life in
a hazy secretiveness, caring for nothing but his
own comfort, of which his wife was a part, practi¬
cally unaware of the other people in his own house
and so egotistically self-centered that he never
gave a moment's thought to their problems or
personalities.
Curie comments further on Verloc's mentality and temperament:
It was typical of Verloc's mentality that the
deeper he sank in trouble, the more he retired into
himself, and that it was only when he was cornered,
finally and officially, by the logic of facts that
he flung everything to the winds. It was not alone
that he was terrified of being exposed to his
anarchist comrades, not alone that he had never con¬
fided in his wife, of whom he was selfishly fond,
'with the regard one has for one's chief possession,'
but that his mind was naturally tortuous.^ °
^^^Richard Curie, Joseph Conrad and His Characters (London, 1958),
pp. 111-12.
^*^^Howe, op. cit. , p. 93.
^®^Curle, loc. cit.
106„ I .. 11,Curie, op. cit.. p. 114.
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Verloc's wife, Winnie, is a figure of isolation because she
never bothers to look beneath the surface of things. Thus, what her
husband does, does not affect her until she realizes that he has des¬
troyed her brother. Her brother is her mainstay in this world, and he
serves as her purpose, her reason to be. She realizes her state of
isolation in three separate ways: when her mother leaves for an alms
house; when she realizes that Stevie's death has made her free of all
ties; and when the gallows face her as a result of the murder of Verloc,
When Winnie realizes that her mother has left her for good and
that the first of her ties has been broken, she reflects:
Under her husband's expressionless stare, and
remembering her mother's empty room across the land¬
ing, she felt an acute pang of loneliness. She had
never been parted from her mother before. They had
stood by each other. She felt that they had, and
she said to herself that now Mother was gone gone
for good, Mrs, Verloc had no illusions,
With Stevie's death comes the realization that she is free of
all human bonds. She first notes that Stevie had been her one purpose
in life:
With the rage and dismay of a betrayed woman,
she reviewed the tenor of her life in vicious con¬
cern with Stevie's difficult existence from its
earliest days. It was a life of single purpose and
a noble unity of inspiration, those rare lives that
have left their mark on the thoughts and feelings
of mankind,
This realization that she no longer had a purpose brought upon
her the knowledge of freedom from ties:
At that precise moment Mrs, Verloc began to look
upon herself as released from all earthly ties. She
^^^Conrad, The Secret Agent, p, 151,
^Q^Ibid,. p, 200,
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had her freedom. Her contact with existence, as re¬
presented by that man standing over there, was at an
end. She was a free woman.^ "
Her new freedom left her in a confused state
...for she did not exactly know what use to make of
her freedom. Her personality seemed to have been
torn into pieces, whose mental operations did not ad¬
just themselves very well to each other.
Stevie represented a part of her meaning in life. His death,
caused by Mr. Verloc, set her free but took away that meaning. It
isolated her further. The only solution she had was to seek vengeance
from him for taking away her purpose, and vengeance could only be
achieved through Verloc's death.
Mrs. Verloc had let go the knife and her extra¬
ordinary resemblance to her late brother had faded,
had become very ordinary now....She had become a free
woman with a perfection of freedom which left her
nothing to desire and absolutely nothing to do, since
Stevie's urgent claim on her devotion no longer existed.
The realization of the purposelessness of her life, with the
death of Stevie and Verloc, bring to the fore, in Winnie's mind, the
reality of the gallows the price of her crime. With no one to turn
to, no knowledge of where to go (she had never looked into the surface
of things), she pleas with Ossipan to take her away, to give her life
meaning. She says, with a true awareness of the isolation life holds
for her.
"Don't let them hang me, TomI Take me out of
the country. I'll work for you, i'll slave for you.
109,, ., or,-.Ibid., p. 207.




I'll love you. I've no one in the world....Who would
look at me if you don't?"
At last Ossipan deserts her and, left totally alone, she commits
suicide.
A final word of the isolation in this novel may be said with a
look at the Verloc's relationship. They were not only isolated,
individually, but as a couple. They could not communicate with each
other. Tillyard comments on this factor when he says:
The conversation between the Verloc's at the end of
the third chapter prepares us for the conversation that
leads up to the murder. While Adolf is obsessed by the
orders of Mr. Vladimir, Winnie is obsessed by her
anxiety over Stevie. Neither will listen to the other;
both are wholly self-absorbed....All Winnie can achieve
in the way of curiosity over her husband's troubles is
the sleepy remark at the end, "Comfortable, dear? Shall
I put the light out now?"^^^
The Verloc's are isolated both as individuals and as a couple.
In another novel. Under Western Eyes, Conrad concentrates on a lone
individual isolated in a political situation, Razumov, the central
isolated figure in this novel, has been compared to Lord Jim. Like Jim,
he is guilty of betrayal, and, like Jim, his "consciousness of lost
honor" drives him to his tragic end. A further comparison between the
two characters is made by Robert Haugh. Haugh feels that
...there is a strangely wonderful resemblance between
the currents of revolution in Under Western Eyes and
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Haugh elaborates on this comparison:
In Under Western Eyes, the sea of revolutionary be¬
lief and activity.... tested the moral purposes of
Razumov by a series of events as ironic as any in Lord
Jim. ...But, for the testing of the moral reaction of a
sensitive young man under stress, he saw in the re¬
volutionaries a force lawless and irrational, as
destructive and careless of human values as the sea. ^
At first, Razumov is seen as isolated because of his birth.
Curie describes this initial isolation:
Having no relations he was the illegitimate son
of an archpriest's daughter, now dead, and of an
aristocratic prince, who helped him financially but
whom he had met only once for a few unrevealing minutes
at a lawyer's office not being interested in politics
beyond expressing a vague liberalism, and mixing re¬
latively little with his fellow-students, he led a
particularly solitary life.
Gurko notes that
Razumov is Conrad's richest achievement in the
uses of the unfilled man. He is introduced as a
youth without personal ties of any kind and without
an acknowledged family.
Razumov, himself, continually stresses the isolation thrust upon him by
lack of family. He notes, early in the novel, after being confronted
by Haldin and faced with his first test against isolation:
"I am being crushed and I can't even run away."
Other men had somewhere a corner of the earth---a
little house in the province where they had a right
to take their troubles. A material refuge the re¬
fuge of confidence. To whom could he go with this
tale in all this great, great land? Razumov
stamped his foot under the soft carpet of snow, felt
the hard ground of Russia, inanimate, cold, inert.
^^^Haugh, op. cit.. p. 275.
^^^Curle, op. cit., p. 147.
^^^Leo Gurko, "Conrad's Under Western Eyes," College English,
XXI (May, 1960), p. 449.
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like a sullen and tragic mother hiding her face under
a winding-sheet his native soilI his very own
Russia, for him, stands for the mother he never knew, the per¬
sonal ties he never had. It is to her that he must be loyal. Thus, in
deciding whether or not to help the revolutionists, he tells Haldin of
his loyalty to his country:
"You are a son, a brother, a nephew, a cousin I
don't know what to no end of people. I am just a man.
.,,A man with a mind. Did it ever occur to you how a
man who had never heard a word of warm affection or
praise in his life would think on matters which you
would think first with or against your class, your
domestic tradition your fireside prejudices?....Did
you ever consider how a man like that would feel? I
have no domestic tradition. I have nothing to think
against. My tradition is historical. What have I to
look back to but that national past from which you
gentlemen want to wrench away your future? ...You come
from your provinces, but all this land is mine or I
have nothing.
Razumov's betrayal of Haldin is an attempt to remain loyal to
his only tie Russia. As he wavers between betrayal of Haldin and be¬
trayal of Russia, he says:
And am I who love my country---who have nothing
but that to love and put my faith in am I to have
my future, perhaps my usefulness, ruined by this
sanguinary fanatic?
He strikes the heart of his dilemma as he reasons with himself
about betrayal. He says:
"Betrayal. A great word. What is betrayal?
They talk of a man betraying his country, his
friends, his sweetheart. There must be a moral
bond first. All a man can betray is his con-
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science. And how is my conscience engaged here;
by what bond of common faith, of common conviction,
am I obliged to let that fanactical idiot drag me
down with him? On the contrary every obligation
of true courage is the other way."^^^
His final decision to betray Haldin thrusts him into all kinds
of complications. In betraying Haldin, he puts himself at the mercy of
the government. He is committed at last, and this committal disrupts
his previous solitary existence, yet thrusts him into another form of
isolation even more tragic and complex.
One critic notes that
Razumov's deliberate betrayal also depends upon
sentiments of justice and horror. His betrayal,
suffused by his anguish and attached by his rea¬
son, becomes the more sordid because he stands
by it.^^^
Another critic states that:
The answer seems to be that he had betrayed
sensitive conscience, his "conviction of solidarity
that knits together the loneliness of innumerable
hearts.
Razumov formulates a philosophy following his betrayal of
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Loyalty to his country thrusts him into the practice of this
philosophy. He is sent to Geneva to spy upon the revolutionists, and
he finds himself thrown into contact with Haldin's sister. Nathalie
believes Razumov to be a friend of her brother and falls in love with
him. Her conception of Razumov, built on ironic misconceptions, is shaped
by her brother's description of him in his letters. She continually
refers to Haldin's description of Razumov as a young man of "unstained,
lofty, and solitary existence."
Upon meeting Razumov she is impressed and makes this comment:
"I am convinced," she declared, "that this extra¬
ordinary man is meditating some vast plan, some great
undertaking; he is possessed by it he suffers from
it---and from being alone in the world.
Others in Geneva do not see him in such a favorable light, for
they sense something about him unfathomable. Peter, a leader of the
revolutionists in Geneva, describes this part of Razumov's character
with these words:
"You are a man out of the common. That's positively
so. You are alone, very close. This taciturnity, this
severe brow, this something inflexible and secret in you,
inspires hopes and a little wonder as to what you may
mean. There is something of a Brutus.
Razumov is a Brutus, but he clings until his tragic end to the
idea of loyalty to his country. He replies to Peter that:
"I have no father. So much the better. But I
will tell you what: my mother's grandfather was a
peasant a serf. See how much I am one of you.
^^^Ibid., p. 202.
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I don't want any one to claim me. But Russia can't
disown me. She cannot I...1 am it!"127
His love for Nathalie and his consciousness of lost honor cause
him to confess his part in Haldin's death to her. He, at the moment of
confession, says:
"Do you know why I came to you? It is simply be¬
cause there is no one an3n»here in the whole great world
I could go to. Do you understand what I say? Not one
to go to. Do you conceive the desolation of the
thought no one--to--go to?"
Confession seems to purge Razumov as surely as does the rain he
encounters after leaving the scene of his confession. When he enters
his place of abode, the shopkeeper remarks: "You've got very wet," and
129
he replies, "Yes, I am washed clean."
His confession to the revolutionists, however, ends in the crush¬
ing of his eardrums by one of the more sadistic of the lot. This act
results in Razumov's deafness which plunges him into eternal isolation
from the world of sound. When he is crippled by a train, he cannot
hear approach, he is left in this maimed state to remember his betrayal
for the rest of his life. His final comment to Nathalie about the tragic
course of events which overtook him is:
"Victor Haldin had stolen the truth of my life
from me, who had nothing else in the world, and he
boasted of living on through you on this earth
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The movement to political themes in The Secret Agent and Under
Western Eyes did not break Conrad's concentration on the isolated man.
Though his novels were centered on different settings and circumstances,
the theme of isolation was continually developed.
Verloc and Winnie are just as isolated in London as are Almayer
and Willems on their remote islands. Razumov is no less isolated in
Russia and Geneva than is Jim on board the 'Patna' and in Patusan. The
three characters last studied help exhibit Conrad's versatility of sub¬
ject matter and his skill in handling his major theme. It is ironic
that man is just as isolated in crowded city life and civilized society
as he is in uncrowded and uncivilized existence.
The isolated man in all settings suffers either from lack of
committment or from committment to the wrong purpose. Perhaps another
character in Conrad offers another portrait of man lacking comittment.
Axel Heyst, in Victory, is a representative of the characteristic sensi¬
bility of Conradian heroes. It is a sensibility so intimately
experienced in the strain and starvation of the isolated consciousness,
and so deeply aware of the sense in which reality is social, something
established and sustained in a kind of collaboration watching the mere
131shadows and shades of life.
In Victory, life hangs on the belief that everything is a dream,
for the heroic shadows, for the verifying perspective, for the denial of
thought. This belief expounds the insatiable hunger of man that is
living, his willingness to face the glittering star points, or even
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132the warmth of the sun without seeking subterfuge. It is noted that
in Victory
...the philosophy lies closer to the narrative surface
than in Conrad's other books; indeed, though the
characters are individual enough, their relationship
to one another is as rigid and exact as that of figures
in a morality play.
It represents the conflicts between two philoso¬
phies the passive pessimism of a polished villain who
goes under the "nom de guerre" of "plain Mr. Jones.
Heyst, the major character in the novel, is described by others
as a "gentleman," an "utopian," a believer in facts. He is isolated
from society because he is different, and he faces his challenge to
isolation when he befriends Morrison. Heyst is a romantic who scorns
no decent feeling but who is "incapable of outward cordiality of
manner."
When his involvement with Morrison brings ill results, he re¬
sorts to his philosophy of non-commitment and isolation and declares
...that is why this world is evil upon the whole. But
I have done with it. I shall never lift a little finger
again. At one time I thought that intelligent observa¬
tion of facts was the best way of cheating the time which
is alloted to us whether we want it or not, but now I
have done with observation, too.-*”^^
He later observes that "...the world is a bad dog. It will
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There are crucial points in Heyst's life which give him oppor¬
tunity to defy the fates, and the most crucial point is when he commits
himself to Lena. Comment on his action is seen in the passage which
follows:
The greatest wonder, of it all, was Heyst's getting
mixed up with petticoats, The fellows life had been
open to us for years and nothing could have been more
detached from feminine associations. Except that he
stood drinks to people on suitable occasions, like any
man, this observer of facts seemed to have no connection
with earthly affairs and passions. The very courtesy
of his manner, the flavor of playfulness in the voice
set him apart....For this reason the looker-on took con¬
tact with things he attracted attention. First, it was
the Morrison partnership of mystery; then came the
sensation of the Tropical Belt Coal where indeed varied
interests were involved, a real business matter. And
then came this elopement, this incongruous phenomenon of '
self-assertion, the greatest wonder of all, astonishing
and amusing.
Heyst's temperament is further explained by the comment:
...Heyst was disenchanted with life as a whole. His
scornful temperament, beguiled into action, suffered
from failure in a subtle way unknown to men accustomed
to grapple with the gnawing of useless apostasy, a sort
of shame before his own betrayed nature; and in ad¬
dition, he also suffered from plain downright remorse.
He deemed himself guildty of Morrison's death.
His sense of isolation is a part of his lack of commitment to
life. It is noted that
Heyst was not conscious of either friends or of
enemies. It was the very essence of his life to be
a solitary achievement, accomplished not by hermit¬
like withdrawal with its silence and immobility, but
by a system of restless wandering, by the detachment
of an impermanent dweller amongst changing scenes.




through life without suffering and almost without a
single care in the world invulnerable because
elusive.
His action in the Morrison situation is astonishing and he ex¬
plains this feeling to Lena:
..,what captivated my fancy was that I, Axel Heyst,
the most detached of creatures in this earthly capti¬
vity, the veriest tramp of the earth, an indifferent
stroller going through the world's bustle that I
should have been there to step into the situation.of
an agent of Providence. I, a man of universal scorn
and disbelief
His relationship with Lena is to be as much a tragedy as his
venture in commitment with Morrison. For the "three emissaries of
evil," Jones, Ricardo, and Pedro, invade his pleasant world. When they
arrive seeking to destroy him, he sees them as the outer world breaking
in on him. He notes that
...the outer world had broken upon him; and he did
not know what wrong he had done to provoke the
calumny about his treatment of poor Morrison.
These emissaries represent the source of Heyst's destruction
and are
To be regarded as complementary aspects of a single
evil and destructive force visited upon Heyst in his
island paradise as a refutation of his father's
dictum that man can and should insulate himself from
the "great joke" of the world and consequently from
life itself. Heyst, so puzzled by his own impulses
to pity and love, is quick to recognize the unified
character of the evil forces that Schomberg's
calumny has sent. "Here they are," he tells Lena,
^^®Ibid., p. 74.
^^^Ibid., p. 163.
^"^^Ibid. . p. 213.
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"the envoys of the outer world. Here they are before
you---eyil intelligence, instinctive savagery, arm in
arm.
Jones, himself, tells Heyst that "I am the world itself, come
to pay you a visit. In another sense I am an outcast...If you prefer
a less materialistic view, I am a sort of fate the retribution that
142
awaits time." This fate does await and destroy Heyst. It also
causes Davison to comment at the end of the novel, that "Woe to the
whose heart has not learned while young to hope, to love and put its
trust in life." And of course this expressed woe is for a man like
Heyst.
Conrad's The Shadow-Line continues his concentration on the
individual in isolation. The novel itself concerns a young captain on
his first command and is subtitled: "A Confession." Carl Benson
states that "Conrad insists at the beginning on the isolation inherent
in command.
Comments about the novel all point out the importance of it in
relation to the first command of a ship, and, the isolation which is in¬
herent in such an experience, and the personal relationship Conrad had
with the story itself. As Guerard notes:
In The Shadow-Line Conrad returned to the story of
his first command for a final journey and small master¬
piece of psychological symbolism....Conrad may not have
J. Lordi, "The Three Emissaries of Evil: Their Psychologi¬
cal Relationship in Victory," College English XXIII (November, 1961),
137.
^^^Conrad, Victory, p. 312.
^'^3Ibid. . pp. 338-39.
^^^Carl Benson, "Conrad's Two Stories of Initiation," PMLA, LIV
(March, 1954), pp. 48.
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grasped conceptually the whole meaning of The Shadow-
Line, which seems to dramatize, among other things,
the throwing off of immobilizing neurotic depress ion.
Another critic, Karl, says that:
...The Shadow-Line is a personal reminiscence
which becomes a near allegory of man's victory in
the face of adversity....While the young captain
is being tested in relation to both man and nature,
his frustrations occur in many different ways: in
the form of the calm sea which reflects the use¬
lessness of a diseased crew, in the discovery of
the worthless medicine, in an unreliable second
mate and a helpless chief mate, in a physically
weakened cook, and above all, in himself, an un¬
sure Captain amidst his first command.
A final comment on the work is made by Benson when he remarks
that:
The Shadow-Line has as its moral core the re¬
demption of the Captain through his realization
that no man, not even one upon whom dynastic rule
has been conferred, is truly self sustaining, that
the lot of the one is inclustably involved with
that of the many.
kt the beginning of the novel, the young captain gives an inkling
of his peculiar problem and its relation to the theme of isolation. He
has deserted his former berth and has intentions of going home. He says
of this desertion:
My action, rash as it was, had more of the
character of divorce---almost of desertion. For
no reason on which a person could put a finger I
threw up my job chucked my berth left the
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she was a steamship and therefore, perhaps, not entitled
to that blind loyalty....
The unexpected chance to become captain of a ship causes the
young Captain to lose all thoughts of going home. The thrill of having
his own command is reflected in the following passage:
A ship I My ship.' She was mine more absolutely
mine for possession and care than anything in the
world; an object of responsibility and devotion....
I had never suspected her existence. I didn't know
how she looked, I had barely heard her name, and yet
we were indissolubly united for a certain portion of
our future, to sink or swim together.'
A sudden passion of anxious impatience rushed
through my veins and gave me such a sense of the
intensity of existence as I have never felt before or
since. I discovered how much of a seaman I was, in
heart, in mind, and, as it were, physically a man
exclusively of sea and ships; the sea the only world
that counted, and ships the test of manliness of
temperament, of courage and fidelity---and of love.
The former captain of the ship had committed treason against
the crew and the ship. When told of this treason, the young Captain
reflects upon his role in the ship:
I was already the man in command. My sensations
could not be like those of other men on land. In
that community I stood, like a king in his country,
in a class all by myself. I mean an hereditary king,
not a mere elected head of a state. I was brought
there to rule by an agency as remote from the people
and as inscrutable almost to them as the Grace of
God.150
His successor's treason affects him only slightly for he feels that the
former captain's "life was a complete act of treason, the betrayal of a
l^^The Shadow-Line, The Modern Short Novel, edited by William
Wasserstrom (New York, 1965), p. 198.
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tradition which seemed to me as imperative as any guide on earth could
be. „151
The young Captain finds that his lofty views of himself and his
new dynasty bring him additional headaches. As Benson remarks;
Dynastic rule should carry with it dynastic
obligation and responsibility, but the hero learns
that the former captain has been absolutely un¬
faithful to the trust implied by command and has
shamelessly and wantonly betrayed the owners, the
ship, and the crew. This knowledge intensifies
the captain's loneliness; trustworthiness^ he sees
does not necessarily accompany command.
When a strange "fever-devil" inhabits the ship, the men are all
struck, one by one. The Captain is one of the few left untouched by
the fever. As the ship sails off its course, the voyage takes on the
appearance of that voyage described in the "Ancient Mariner." Without
the proper drugs, nothing can be done for the crew. With a crew help¬
less and ill, the young Captain finds himself alone and hopeless. He
writes in his diary a description of his helpless immobility of action:
And what appals me most of all is that I shrink
from going on deck to face it. It's due the ship,
it's due to the men who are there on deck some of
them, ready to put out the last remnant of their
strength at a word from me. And I am shrinking from
it. From the mere vision. My first command. Now I
understand that strange sense of insecurity in my
past. I always suspected that I might be no good.
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Finally moved to action, the young Captain goes on deck and
steers the ship. The curse which seemed to hang over the ship is re¬
moved and some of the men seem to get better, Benson notes that:
The resolution is accomplished by the Captain's
acceptance of his role in the human society, a
society forever characterized by evils and weak¬
nesses as well as by ideals. Indeed, in Conrad's
world spiritual strength is conditioned by and
can grow only from the acknowledgement of the
pervasiveness of human frailty and evil.
The major characters studied in this chapter have all repre¬
sented an embodiment, in character, of the theme of isolation. As
Joseph states about the relationship of Conrad's characters to the
theme of his novels.
In the main, Conrad's stories have a general
theme of guilt and atonement, resulting in the
death of the main character. In more detail, the
theme is man's attempt to find his place in a
hostile world. He may succumb to the hositility
or join forces with it or, more frequently, he may
forfeit life or happiness in order to remain
faithful to a guiding principle which sets him
above the hostility. A third solution exists for
those men so lacking in imagination that they
struggle and sail blindly through, neither to re¬
demption nor to failure, but merely to existence
in their blindness.
Man's search for his place in a hostile world might well have
been Conrad's own search for his place in a hostile world. For his own
search took him through the remoteness of islands, the loneliness of
the sea, and the deep isolation found in city life. As an answer to
man's problem concerning isolation, Conrad expressed belief in fidelity
154
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to a code of honor, Man's lack of fidelity to such a code could only
lead to his destruction.
Conrad's novels manifest his theme of isolation. The effect of
his concentration on the theme in relation to his fiction will be dis¬
cussed in the chapter which follows.
CHAPTER IV
CONRAD'S THEORY OF FICTION AND
THE THEME OF ISOLATION
Joseph Conrad had definite ideas about art and the role of the
artist. These ideas should be considered not only in relation to his
work, but in relation to the theme of isolation which is so prominent
in his work.
In the "Preface" to The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' Conrad sets
forth his theory of fiction and the role of the fiction writer. Here
he views art as
...a singlehanded attempt to render the highest kind
of justice to the visible universe, by bringing to
light the truth, manifold and one, underlying every
aspect. It is an attempt to find in its forms, its
colours, in its light, in its shadows, in the aspects
of matter, and in the facts of life, what of each is
fundamental, what is enduring and essential their
one illuminating and convincing quality the very
truth of their existence.
and argues that
...the artist descends within himself, and in that
lonely region of stress and strife, if he be de¬
serving and fortunate, he finds the terms of his
appeal. His appeal is made to our less obvious
capacities: to that part of our nature which, be¬
cause of the warlike conditions of existence, is
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resisting and hard qualities like the vulnerable
body within a steel armour.
Finally, Conrad speaks of himself in relation to his theory of
art and the artist:
My task which I am trying to achieve is to, by
the power of the written word to make you hear, to
make you feel that is, before all, to make you
see. That and no more, and that is everything.
Wesley Carroll, one of the earliest students of Conrad in
America, speaks of Conrad's use of the sensuous appeal.
...to read his stories is to steep oneself in the
sounds, colors, and sensations persistently sought
in the interest of perceptual persuasiveness. At
the same time, these sensuous impressions are the
ends of his endeavor as well, since it is these
which the artist, as distinguished from the thinker,
uses to incite that kind of emotional responsiveness
which is his special province.... It may be seen
therefore, that Conrad takes his stand beside the
poet...
In his analysis of Conrad's fictional theory, Carroll thinks
that Conrad takes as his immediate task the creation of an imaginary
world which is the transformation of the general into the universal
and particular. This transformation is a treatment of representative
subjects which is
...typical of an unremitting effort to discover what
Conrad calls ideal values, for in the creation of
character, scene, and incident he constantly sought
to go beyond the particular and individual to the
general and the universal.
^"^ibid.
^^^Conrad, "Preface," p. 21.
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Carroll further comments about Conrad and ideal values:
As Conrad well knew, the capture of such "ideal"
values is ultimately available only to the creative
and imaginative capacity of an exceptional gift, for,
as Schopenhauer declares, the ability to seize the
essential and the universal is the secret of genius.
Admittedly, the process involved is far too intri¬
cate and mysterious for easy or definitive explana¬
tion; but Conrad's widely scattered hints and
suggestions on this subject seem to support Jung's
thesis that these ideal values are embodied in the
kind of myth and symbol created when the writer draws
from the depths of his personal consciousness that
is, his unconscious what is called the "collective
unconscious,
Conrad did draw from his own consciousness when developing a
novel. This act of relying on his own experiences was used with an
act of relying upon the use of what Arnold calls "touchstones" of
literature. The combination of the two acts and the idea of subjectiv¬
ity concern Walter Wright in this statement:
There is an admitted subjectivity in reliance
on one's sensations; in fact, Conrad insisted that
complete objectivity was impossible. The apparently
simple fact of walking along the street had reality
as a mental sensation. As revealed in A Personal
Record, such a fact was one thing to Conrad when he
had just passed his first mariner's examination, a
very different matter when he walked for a newly
certified captain; for he was now on the other side
of the shadow line. But despite the subjective
aspect of experience, the novelist wrote of his de¬
pendence on "touchstones." These were actual,
observed phenomena, interpreted, of course, from his
own personal point of view, but also from philo¬
sophic and artistic perspectives and with the
expectation that they would be profoundly under¬
standable to his readers.
161Ĉarroll, op. cit.
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Wright speaks further on Conrad and the use of "touchstones" or
myths:
Now, at its lowest level, of course, myth is a
least common denominator, a skeletal structure which
civilization has accepted. But for Conrad it was an
almost palpable thing, and it was inseparable from
actual phenomena, so that his own personal sensation
of an isolated, unique scene or incident was en¬
veloped in myth.^^^
If, as Conrad asserts, the role of art is to render the highest
kind of justice to the visible universe, and if the artist is to por¬
tray this justice by appealing to our imagination and that within us
which makes us universal men, then, Conrad, by using illusions, adheres
to his principles of art. By creating illusions of reality, he seeks to
treat men in isolation; men who are especially adaptable to his
creations.
Zabel defends Conrad's use of illusions in the following manner:
A novelist who proposes to explore the full ex¬
perience of the justice imposed on our faculties by
conscience will be impelled, like Conrad, to
penetrate a world that lies below the appearances
of conduct. The exploration made by Conrad in that
dimension have advanced, in our time, to the farthest
reaches of the unconscious self.
Conrad's method of peering beyong the world of appearances is
effectively carried out by the use of setting, character, and narration.
The settings of his novels seem to compliment the underlying theme.
Whether islands in the east, immense and solitary oceans, or steaming
dirty metropolises, the backgrounds of the novels seem to be infused
with the theme. Thus, in Almayer's Folly and An Outcast of the Islands,
^^^Ibid., p. 28.
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the islands and jungles become forces effectively used to show that man
faces unrelenting odds supplied by nature.
These natural forces not only isolate the individuals in the
two novels, but they tend to give the central characters a universality
so necessarily a part of Conrad's philosophy of man. In Lord Jim and
Victory islands and ships become important forces in bringing out the
isolation of the characters.
In The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' and The Shadow-Line ships be¬
come forces inseparable from the theme of isolation and the personalities
of the major characters. Finally, the two political novels. The Secret
Agent and Under Western Eyes, show how isolation is related to and felt
in a growing, modern city and in a country which has become a threat to
peaceful, modern existence.
The theme of isolation is a prevailing force in Conrad's pre¬
sentation of character. His conception of character is a result of his
philosophy of man and the nature of the world. As McCullough says.
The conviction that we are held together by strong
bonds of fellowship occupies an important place in
Conrad's thought. The absence of such fellowship
serves as the basis of a number of his stories.
While we are drawn together, we are also kept apart
by forces which, working in opposition to the forces
of attraction, cut us off from the community of man¬
kind. We suffer ostracism, and therein lies our
tragedy. Sometimes the barrier is one of race, or
it may be the outcome of temperam|g^ or some
unfortunate set of circumstances.
In his portrayal of character, Conrad seeks to focus on the man
cut off from the community of mankind. Each major character faces a
moment of crisis and this crisis, according to Zabel,
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...arrives when, by a stroke of accident or by an act
of decision or error rising from the secret necessi¬
ties of temperament, a man finds himself abruptly
committed to his destiny. It is a committment to which
all men of morally significant quality are bound. It
is the test and opportunity of fundamental selfhood,
and there is no escape from it.'^°°
Zabel continues his description of Conrad's characters in the
following statement:
But the divided man the face and its mask, the
soul and its shadow figures even more concretely
than this in Conrad's dramatic method (though rumi¬
nation and monologues were usually his own means of
giving genuine substance to his realism). The rival
character sometimes a villain, sometimes a friend
or lover, sometimes a fellow-fugitive... serves the ^
hero as a transferred embodiment of his other self.
As Zabel runs through the list of major characters in Conrad,
it becomes evident that each character, though isolated for an
extremely personal reason, is also isolated because he fails to fulfill
some ethical responsiblity.
Willems is alone because he is a banished wastrel
who has made life a law to himself Jim feels himself
excommunicated from society by disgrace and by the
false confidence or idealism that has betrayed him;
Razumov is isolated by an impenetrable mystery of
birth and social alienation; Heyst by the disgust, in¬
duced by a fatal vein of skepticism in his nature and
so tending toward a nihilism of all-values, which
follows a misplaced trust in his fellow men. In all
these and more serious cases, isolation tends to become
so absolute that it can be bridged again only by some
irresis table compulsion that rises out of the psychic
and ethical necessities of character. Life demands
justification by love or honor as with Razumov; it
demands, in the case of Heyst, the last absolute
testimony of honor which, only suicide can give.




Ethical responsibility and the failure of man to recognize it
makes Conrad's fiction seem to foreshadow the modern, existential
writers. The modern existentialists see man as alone in an unethical
world without any concrete values. In such a world man is torn between
self-induced isolation and nihilism and committment to such a despair¬
laden world. Man may take the suicidal leap spoken of by Camus or
commit himself to his fellow man. For Conrad, man has no choice but
to commit himself.
Because of the similarity between Conrad and such modern writers,
he appears more modern than some writers of this century and, certainly,
out of step with many of his contemporaries. The theme of isolation
not only made Conrad seem contemporary, but it also affected the
development of modern fiction. As Elizabeth Drew notes:
Conrad brought a new vision into English fiction;
and if, as many people think, the sense of human iso¬
lation and the search for individual identity is the
most characteristic feature of the serious twentieth-
century novel, the fact that Lord Jim was published
in 1900 makes it a symbol of the new trend.
And we might add to Miss Drew's statement that the new trend was
symbolized when Conrad sat down to write Almayer's Folly. For with this
work, and the others which have been examined in this paper, in many
situations he established the trend in modern fiction to study man
battling the unconquerable forces of nature and society which set him
apart and make him heroic.
169
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